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 Meet the beauty of water. 





Quality
Made in Germany

Design
More than 500 awards

Innovation
Industry pioneers

Discover the  
beauty of water.
Water has the power to both energise and relax us all, fuelling our 
days and helping ease us into our nights. As one of the leading 
innovators and designers in the industry, at hansgrohe we want to 
transform every water-filled moment into an experience. Since 1901, 
we have been constantly developing solutions for the bathroom, 
kitchen and home that make your interactions with water both 
convenient and safe. We do this through understanding all your 
needs and requirements, whether you’re in the kitchen or bathroom, 
and by developing and setting new benchmarks within the industry. 
Whether it’s through inventive new shower heads, pioneering jet types 
or unmatched safety standards, elegant finished surfaces or easy-
to-use kitchen mixers, your needs are always at the forefront of our 
innovation. Today, we take this pioneering ethos into the future, with 
hansgrohe’s groundbreaking range of high-quality digital products.

Throughout this brochure, you will find ways of making every water-
filled moment more practical or more luxurious in your home – and 
often both. Our digital products have the power to redefine how you 
use water in everyday life, applying cutting-edge smart technology 
to the home.

hansgrohe. Meet the beauty of water.
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Where innovation 
meets emotion.

A new way of living.
The evolution of technology has changed interior design in the home, 
as it becomes ever more future-looking and intelligent. Increasingly, 
this technology has been used to connect every element of our 
everyday lives, and this intelligent spin on existing items can be seen 
throughout the home – from smart speakers systems, virtual assistants 
and alarm systems to robotic vacuum cleaners, lawnmowers and 
intelligent control systems for home light and heating. While the 
technology was originally developed to champion safety and 
convenience, gradually the focus is shifting onto how these connected 
devices can help us relax. After all, in a world that never stop, the 
chance to truly unwind is becoming more highly prized and crucial to 
our overall wellbeing. We all long to retreat, finding inner peace and 
enjoying quality time with our family and friends.

The wellness bathroom space.
Digital technology has changed the way we interact with our home, 
be it through reducing energy bills, preventing break-ins or ordering 
shopping deliveries using just our voice. Time is saved and home 
safety increased – but while useful, this doesn’t recognise our need 
to unwind, relax and restore inner balance. That’s why we have made 
it our mission to apply the very latest technology to addressing those 
more individual needs, creating a regenerative experience in your 
own bathroom and promoting physical and mental well-being. We 
are transforming what the bathroom of today can be: a supremely 
restorative space of sanctuary.
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From smart home to smart living.
Our digital apps go beyond the purely practical; taking digital 
solutions to the next level and translating smart home technology 
into smart living. Our relentless product development translates into 
truly special moments in your home, while our years of technological 
expertise gives you the power to step away from your hectic everyday 
life and to truly relax.

With our latest app-controlled smart living applications, the multi-
sensory shower experience and innovative water management 
system, we are creating a new milestone in interior design. The result 
is a space that’s even more comfortable, calming and practical than 
ever before.
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Shower  
with all senses.
Get your day off to a winning start, recover after exercise 
or while away the time at the end of an evening. The 
RainTunes shower scenarios promise a treat for all  senses, 
whatever your needs.

Simply scan the code to find 
out more about smart living.

SMART LIVING

www.hansgrohe.com/smart-living
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Smart living | RainTunes

 More than just 
water –  

RainTunes.
In a world that moves ever-faster, mindfulness and wellbeing are 
more important than ever before. That’s why the requirements of 
the bathroom have changed over time – from a space dedicated 
to the function of cleaning, to an oasis where you can escape the 
outside world and regain inner balance. Thanks to the advent of 
digital technology, the shower has also transformed, allowing us all 
to experience water in a completely new way – turning the daily 
shower into a sacred relaxation ritual.

RainTunes combines water, sound, light, moving image and fragrance 
to create an all-encompassing, customised and indulgent shower. 
Whether you want the perfect start to the day, the perfect way to 
relax after training, wellness every now and then or a nice way to get 
off to sleep, RainTunes with its seven pre-configured shower scenarios 
that can be selected to suit your needs is all this and more.

Your smartphone is all you need. Leave all your troubles behind as 
your shower begins the selected all-round pamper session at the touch 
of a button. With the support of numerous experts and the harmonious 
synergy between water, light, sound, image and fragrance, we have 
created seven extraordinary scenarios for you. The training sequence 
was designed in close collaboration with the BORA-hansgrohe 
cycling team. Acoustic worlds composed by Sebastian Horn create 
a perfect symbiosis with the water choreography to match. Bursts of 
fragrance perfectly paired with the scenarios pamper you and help 
to revitalise you. With each shower program, a customised sequence 
of images is played on a video screen. And to top it all off, ambient 
LED lights bathe the entire bathroom in mood lighting to give you a 
sense of pure relaxation. These seven shower scenarios are just the 
beginning. RainTunes is designed to be a shower that is constantly 
evolving and adapting to your life and needs with additional relevant 
scenarios.

Welcome to the age of digital showering!

Available in Germany 
from October 2019
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Smart living | RainTunes Smart living | RainTunes
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Smart living | RainTunes

Seven  
shower scenarios 

for the soul.

Good morning.
A shower. There is no better way to start the day. Accompanied by 
a glorious sunrise and invigorating sound effects, the many small 
droplets in this program get your day off to a pleasant start just after 
you get out of bed. With intermittent bursts from the concentrated jet 
of the hand shower, your circulation will be stimulated with emotive 
and constantly cooler water to give you the energy boost you need 
to get through the day.

Recovery.
Exercise is part and parcel of a healthy lifestyle: This shower scenario 
is the perfect fitness partner who will do something good for your 
body after a workout. Be enveloped by the sensationally gentle jet, 
massaged by the intense jet and treated by the concentrated jet in 
cycles to target tired body parts that need to recover. The perfect 

contrast shower for every fibre of your being.

Vitality.
There is water everywhere we go, from morning to evening: It is good 
for our body, and not just as a drink. The “Vitality” shower scenario 
activates your body. Shower cycles stimulate the body’s defences, 
invigorate the body and activates the circulation, metabolism and 
nervous system.

With its seven multi-sensory shower scenarios, RainTunes is adapted 
to all of your life’s needs:

Available in Germany 
from October 2019
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Smart living | RainTunes Smart living | RainTunes

Relaxation.
Our days are so full of deadlines. But with RainTunes, you don’t have 
to worry. Simply switch on the shower scenario and switch off the 
stress. We call it Relaxation 2.0. Warm water and serene sounds help 
you to forget everything around you. The program brings everything 
in balance and helps to recharge your batteries. The perfect spa treat 

for those who have little time but a burning desire to relax.

Beauty.
Begin your indulgent shower experience with “Beauty”, a refreshing 
shower scenario that will leave you feeling wonderful. Let the warm 
rain caress your body, as a stimulating water jet massages your head 
and a gentle facial wash gently pampers your face with cooler water 
to revitalise your cells.

Nature.
We all have moments when we long to be in a peaceful, harmonious 
place. So we designed this shower scenario for precisely that: time 
out every now and then. Nature sounds play while relaxing images 
of the Black Forest appear on the video screen. The mild scent of 
the forest fills the bathroom while you are enveloped in blissfully 
warm droplets. You are completely alone for a few moments and can 

regain your inner strength.

Good night.
After a long day, a shower can offer respite and relaxation. RainTunes 
“Good night” shower scenario is tailor-made for this time, combining 
calming lighting, subtle aromas and soothing sounds, as well as 
thousands of micro-fine water droplets to envelop your whole body.



Smart living | RainButton

Customisable  
and mobile – 

RainButton.
Your sensational shower, like never before. Control it via a mobile 
RainButton. In other words, you can place the control buttons 
wherever you like in the shower without having to take the mixer 
into consideration, as it’s now surplus to requirements. All of the 
workings have disappeared behind the wall for a transformation in 
user friendliness. The RainButton functions flawlessly with the digital 
Rainfinity showers, which have unseen electrical controls.

14

Available in Germany 
from October 2019



Smart living | RainButton Smart living | RainPad

Everything 
at a glance – 
RainPad.
The nice way to start your daily shower. Use the RainPad digital 
control panel to control your shower intuitively via a central interface. 
The user-friendly RainPad receives the shower scenarios via the app 
and Wi-Fi and starts them at the touch of a button. The RainPad can 
be used with all hansgrohe showers.

14 15

Available in Germany 
from October 2019





Quality of living 
and safety – 
Pontos®.
Pontos, the water management system of hansgrohe, 
enables you to keep an eye on and control over your 
water consumption – for homes wanting to minimise the 
risk of water damage and increase the quality of life of 
those who live there.

Simply scan the code to find 
out more about Pontos.

17

www.hansgrohe.com/smart-living/pontos


Smart living | Pontos®

Always  
reassuring.

Modern water management, in one multipurpose 
product.
Showering, bathing, cooking, rinsing, washing laundry – H2O runs on 
all cylinders in our pipelines, which stretch out for several metres and 
shoot off in various branches behind walls. As a consequence, water 
leaks and subsequent water damage are occurring increasingly 
often. Aside from expensive repairs, it is often the priceless treasures, 
such as personal mementos, that feel like a tragic loss. As the greatest 
interactions with water are also moments when we can be completely 
care-free, our latest example of practical German engineering is the 
Pontos water management system.

Make life more relaxing.
Pontos makes water control easier in two ways. First of all with the 
Pontos Scout water sensor, which is positioned at certain key spots on 
the ground – no complicated installation required. Once activated 
via the hansgrohe home app, it can very accurately measure the 
humidity and room temperature, warn of frost, detect leaking water 
and notify you via an alarm and push notification. The Pontos Scout 
prevents major damage to the house or flat and increases the rooms’ 
liveability, e.g. by keeping the humidity at a pleasant level in the 
children’s room or the right storage temperature for food and wine 
in the pantry.

Meet your water detective.
The Pontos Base is a new addition to the Pontos Scout. It constantly 
monitors the health of the central water pipe, by continually checking 
the pipeline’s water consumption, ensuring there are no leaks. If 
possible damage is detected, the Base automatically shuts off the 
water supply and alerts you via a notification on your phone, as well 
as information on the Pontos Base display. You can then investigate 
the issue, and if nothing is found, reopen the water pipe using the app 
or the Base. The intelligent technology extends still further, measuring 
water consumption and information about water hardness, supplying 
you with real-time statistics to help you use water responsibly.

Both the Pontos Scout and Pontos Base are controlled with the 
hansgrohe home app, allowing you to monitor and control the water 
in your home – whether you’re in the other room or on the other side 
of the world.

18

Available in Germany 
from October 2019



 Smart living  | Pontos®  Smart living  | Pontos®

 THE PONTOS SCOUT – THE SMART WATER SENSORS DETECT ALL 

HAZARDS AS THEY: 

•   are positioned at every key point 

•   Sounds an alarm if a water leak is detected e.g. due to a leaking sink, flood, 

burst pipes or an open roof window 

•   Reports if humidity is too high or too low, e.g. in the bathroom, children’s room 

or pantry 

•   Reports if room temperatures are too high or too low, e.g. in the living room 

or basement 

•   Receive push notifications straight to your phone 

 THE PONTOS BASE – A SMART WATER MANAGER FOR YOUR HOME: 

•   Checks the water pipes for leaks 

•   Automatically shuts off the water supply in the event of damage, informing you 

with a push notification 

•   Can be unblocked via your phone and on the device itself 

•   Generates essential data on water temperature and your water consumption 

•   Provides information on water hardness 

•   Shows essential information on the display 

•   The built-in battery ensures it functions even in a power cut 

 The Pontos Base and Scout can work individually or, most reliably, as a team for the highest level of safety. 
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A new dimension 
in showering – 
Rainfinity®.
The Rainfinity shower head by hansgrohe is your gateway 
to complete relaxation. New jet types, innovative functions 
and extraordinary design come together to set a brand 
new standard in modern bathroom functionality.

Simply scan the code to find 
out more about Rainfinity.

SHOWERS

21

https://www.hansgrohe.com/bath/new-products/rainfinity


Showers | Rainfinity®

HELPFUL IN EVERY WAY:
Choose the perfect hand shower for your needs from 

two variants.

The ultimate 
in showering 
indulgence.

Your bathroom is not just any old place – it is your very own feel-good 
haven. A living space fitted and furnished in accordance with your 
exact needs. Maybe with cosy seating, silky soft blankets or cushions 
to lie back and lounge around on. Your bathroom is the place where 
you can focus on limitless relaxation. And this unforgettable moment 
also includes a shower precisely tailored to your needs. A special 
shower that enables you to completely let go and enjoy the here and 
now. Thanks to its innovative spray surface, which curves inwards 
slightly, the water jet does not hit the person’s head and shoulders 
from above like a conventional shower would. It gently envelops your 
body like a coat made of a thousand droplets.

STOP CARRYING THE WEIGHT OF 
THE WORLD ON YOUR SHOULDERS 
AND RELAX:
The new shoulder shower with integrated 
shelf for an innovative, enveloping shower.



Showers | Rainfinity® Showers | Rainfinity®

RAINSTREAM
Generous flow of soft sprays.

POWDERRAIN
A unique shower experience thanks to 
the soft caress of micro droplets. Learn 
more on the next page.

MONORAIN
Focussed jet for a soothing, feel-good 
shower.

INTENSE POWDERRAIN
Intense jet of micro-fine droplets for 
sensational showering.

SET YOUR OWN RULES:
Rainfinity can be set to tilt at an angle 

between 10° and 30°, using the ingenious 
wall connection. Find your most comfortable 

showering position, or keep your hair and face 
dry while your body is drenched in water.

EXQUISITE DESIGN:
The tilted angle and lack of 
conventional shower arm transforms 
the Rainfinity overhead shower 
into a bold statement in modern 
bathroom design.
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Rainfinity®
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Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 360 3jet with wall connector 
# 26234, -000, -700 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 360 1jet with wall connector 
# 26230, -000, -700 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 360 1jet  
# 26231, -000, -700 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 250 3jet with wall connector 
# 26232, -000, -700 
# 26233, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9 l/min 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 250 1jet with wall connector 
# 26226, -000, -700 
# 26227, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9 l/min 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 250 1jet 
# 26228, -000, -700 
# 26229, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9 l/min 

 Ceiling connector S 10 cm 
# 27393, -000, -700 

 Ceiling connector S 30 cm 
# 27389, -000, -700  (not shown) 

 Shower arm Square 38.9 cm 
# 27694, -000, -700  (not shown) 

Rainfinity®

 Shoulder shower 500 1jet with shower shelf 
# 26243, -000, -700



 Showers  | Rainfinity®

 Technology and spray modes 
 Our ideas for your comfort. Discover our technologies and different spray modes. 

 Simply scan the code to watch 
the technology clips. 

 Simply scan the code to experience 
all the spray types. 

24 25

 Available from July 2019 

Rainfinity®

 Baton hand shower 100 1jet 
# 26866, -000, -700
# 26867, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Rainfinity®

 Hand shower 130 3jet 
# 26864, -000, -700
# 26865, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Rainfinity®

 Shower holder set 130 3jet with shower hose 125 cm 
# 26852, -000, -700
 Shower holder set 130 3jet with shower hose 160 cm 
# 26851, -000, -700

Rainfinity®

 Shower holder set 100 1jet with shower hose 125 cm 
# 26857, -000, -700
 Shower holder set 100 1jet with shower hose 160 cm 
# 26856, -000, -700

https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdwhdcujHk2njFweRCcM8cG
https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdxRJIwkm-vkFs7glJcNDEE
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Rainfinity®

Rainfinity®

 Shower set 130 3jet 
with shower bar 90 cm 
and soap dish 
# 27671, -000
# 27672, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

 Shower set 130 3jet 
with shower bar 150 cm 
and soap dish   (not shown) 
# 27673, -000
# 27674, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Rainfinity®

Wall outlet Porter 500 
with shower holder and shower shelf L
# 26843, -000, -700

 Wall outlet Porter 500 
with shower holder and shower shelf R 
# 26858, -000, -700

Rainfinity®

 Shelf 500 
# 26844, -000, -700

 Shower holder Porter E 
# 28387, -000, -700

FixFit®

 Wall outlet Square with non-return valve 
# 26455, -000, -700

Rainfinity®

 Showerpipe 360 1jet 
for concealed installation 
# 26842, -000, -700

 Basic set for Showerpipe 360 1jet 
for concealed installation 
# 26840180



 Showers  | Rainfinity®
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 Available from July 2019 

 Technology and spray modes 
 Our ideas for your comfort. Discover our technologies and different spray modes. 

 Simply scan the code to watch 
the technology clips. 

 Simply scan the code to experience 
all the spray types. 

RainSelect®

 Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions 
# 15380,  -000, -700

 Basic set for 2 functions 
# 15310180

RainSelect®

 Thermostat for concealed installation for 3 functions 
# 15381, -000, -700

 Basic set for 3 functions 
# 15311180

RainSelect®

 Thermostat for concealed installation for 4 functions 
# 15382,  -000, -700

 Basic set for 4 functions 
# 15312180

RainSelect®

 Thermostat for concealed installation for 5 functions 
# 15384, -000, -700

 Basic set for 5 functions 
# 15313180

https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdwhdcujHk2njFweRCcM8cG
https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdxRJIwkm-vkFs7glJcNDEE


Showers | PowderRain

Simply scan the code to 
experience PowderRain.

POWDERRAIN
Maximum relaxation through micro-fine droplets

INTENSE POWDERRAIN
The Intense PowderRain spray of Rainfinity is also very 
impressive. This more intense spray, positioned in the 
middle of the spray disc on the 3jet Rainfinity hand or 
overhead shower, makes rinsing out shampoo quick 
and easy.

28

https://www.hansgrohe.com/bath/new-products/rainfinity


Showers | PowderRain Showers | PowderRain

Envelop your 
whole body in 
rejuvinating spray – 
PowderRain.
A soak under a PowderRain spray is about more than just getting clean. The micro-fine 
droplets makes every shower experience an indulgence.

PowderRain has been designed to wrap you in a cocoon of micro-fine droplets, for a sensual 
and silent indulging session for mind and body.

PowderRain delivers every drop where it’s needed most: on your skin. The reduced splash 
takes the effort out of cleaning, making it a much better feel-good experience for you.

Available in the Rainfinity range and select Raindance products.
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Clever solutions 
for the modern 
family bathroom – 
Croma® E and 
Ecostat® E.
The new Croma E and Ecostat E deliver a combination of 
features that make them perfect for a family bathroom. 
With innovative safety features, modern design and an 
attractive price, they provide that signature hansgrohe 
showering experience without compromising on 
practicality.

Simply scan the code to experience 
Croma E & Ecostat E.

31

https://www.hansgrohe.com/bath/new-products/croma-e


Showers | Croma® E

COOLCONTACT:
This new cooling technology stops the thermostatic  
mixers housing of the Ecostat E getting too hot.
www.hansgrohe.com/coolcontact

SAFETYSTOP:
This mechanism within the thermostatic mixer’s handle ensures that the  
water is not unexpectedly too hot when it comes out of the shower.

Makes  
showering  
a breeze.

The bathroom is such a well-used space in a family home that it needs 
to work hard to satisfy everyone – from the little ones gearing up for 
a great adventure at the start of the day, to the adults enjoying a well-
deserved break at the end.

Relaxation and children don’t always go hand in hand – nothing is 
safe from curious explorers, afterall. Knowing this, we have worked 
hard to ensure that there are no hidden hazards in hansgrohe 
products, such as high temperature thermostatic mixer housing 
or a too hot water jet. That means that you can relax, safe in the 
knowledge that whether it’s a rubber duckie or a mixer that is within 
reach, there’s nothing to stop the bathtime fun.

32

www.hansgrohe.com/coolcontact


 Showers  | Croma® E

 SWITCH-OVER FUNCTION: 
 Switch between the overhead shower and hand shower using the control 
unit at the end of the bath’s Showerpipe. Simply turn it to the right. 

 EASY TO HANDLE: 
 The hand shower can be moved to anywhere along the Showerpipe 
with the shower support, which can be operated with just one hand. 

SOFTCUBE:
 For the design-conscious, the 
Croma E is now available 
in the Softcube shape. With 
gently rounded edges, it 
is a perfect match for both 
round and angular bathroom 
elements, blending seamlessly 
into your existing decor. 

 Showers  | Croma® E
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Croma® E

Croma® E
 Overhead shower 280 1jet 
# 26257, -000 
# 26258, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min 

Croma® E
 Showerpipe 280 1jet with thermostat 
# 27630, -000
# 27660, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma® E
 Showerpipe 280 1jet with bath thermostat 
# 27687, -000



Ecostat® E
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 Technology and spray modes 
 Our ideas for your comfort. Discover our technologies and different spray modes. 

 Simply scan the code to watch 
the technology clips. 

 Simply scan the code to experience 
all the spray types. 

Ecostat® E
 Bath thermostat for exposed installation 
# 15774, -000

Ecostat® E
 Shower thermostat for exposed installation 
# 15773, -000

https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdwhdcujHk2njFweRCcM8cG
https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdxRJIwkm-vkFs7glJcNDEE




Express your personality: These days mixers should fulfil 
more than just one purpose. They should add style to the 
room and be an effective head-turner. Splashes of colour 
are important in adding character to living spaces. So 
hansgrohe now sells two of its most popular mixer ranges 
and additional products in five new surface designs.

Simply scan the code to 
experience FinishPlus.

Water that goes 
with the flow – 
FinishPlus.

MIXERS
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https://www.hansgrohe.com/bath/new-products/finish-plus


Mixers | FinishPlus

Matt White

-700 MATT WHITE
Cheeky, unconventional freshness.
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Mixers | FinishPlusMixers | FinishPlus

Matt Black

-670 MATT BLACK
Get back to basics with elegant black and white contrasts.
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Mixers | FinishPlus

Brushed Black 
Chrome

-340 BRUSHED BLACK CHROME
Cool and linear with geometric shapes.
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Mixers | FinishPlusMixers | FinishPlus

Brushed Bronze

-140 BRUSHED BRONZE
Soft natural tones and subtle nuances.
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Mixers | FinishPlus

Polished Gold Optic

-990 POLISHED GOLD OPTIC
Glamorous look for aesthetic extravagance.
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 Mixers  | FinishPlus Mixers  | FinishPlus

-000  CHROME 
 Timeless classic paired with feminine elegance. 

42 43
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Metropol® FinishPlus

Metropol®

 Single lever basin mixer 260 with lever handle 
for washbowls with push-open waste set 
# 32512, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Metropol®

 Single lever basin mixer 110 with lever handle 
and push-open waste set 
# 32507, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Metropol®

Single lever basin mixer 100 with lever handle 
for hand washbasins with push-open waste set
# 32500,  -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Metropol®

Single lever basin mixer 230 with lever handle 
and push-open waste set
# 32511,  -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Metropol®

 Single lever bidet mixer with lever handle 
and push-open waste set 
# 32520, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Metropol®

3-hole basin mixer 160 with lever handles 
and push-open waste set
# 32515,  -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Metropol®

 Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation 
wall -mounted with lever handle and spout 22.5 cm 
# 32526, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 



 Mixers  | Metropol® FinishPlus
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 Available from July 2019 

 Technology and spray modes 
 Our ideas for your comfort. Discover our technologies and different spray modes. 

 Simply scan the code to watch 
the technology clips. 

 Simply scan the code to experience 
all the spray types. 

Metropol®

Single lever bath mixer for exposed installation 
with lever handle
# 32540,  -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Metropol®

Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation 
with lever handle
# 32545,  -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

 Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation 
with lever handle and integrated security combination 
according to EN1717 
# 32546,  -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 Metropol®

 Single lever bath mixer floor-standing 
with lever handle 
# 32532, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

 Basic set for mixers floor-standing 
# 10452180

Metropol®

 Single lever shower mixer for exposed installation 
with lever handle 
# 32560,  -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Metropol®

 Single lever shower mixer for concealed installation 
with lever handle 
# 32565, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Metropol®

 Bath spout 
# 32543, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdwhdcujHk2njFweRCcM8cG
https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdxRJIwkm-vkFs7glJcNDEE
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Talis® E FinishPlus

Talis® E
 Single lever basin mixer 240 with pop-up waste set 
# 71716, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Talis® E
 Single lever basin mixer 110 
with pop-up waste set 
# 71710, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

 Single lever basin mixer 110 CoolStart 
with pop-up waste set 
# 71713, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990  (not shown) 

Talis® E
 Single lever basin mixer 150 with pop-up waste set 
# 71754, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Talis® E
 Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation 
wall -mounted with spout 22.5 cm 
# 71734, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Talis® E
 Single lever bidet mixer with pop-up waste set 
# 71720, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Talis® E
 3-hole basin mixer with pop-up waste set 
# 71733, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Hot

Cool

Cool
Start



 Mixers  | Talis® E FinishPlus
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 Available from July 2019 

 Technology and spray modes 
 Our ideas for your comfort. Discover our technologies and different spray modes. 

 Simply scan the code to watch 
the technology clips. 

 Simply scan the code to experience 
all the spray types. 

Talis® E
 Single lever bath mixer for exposed installation 
# 71740, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Talis® E
 Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation 
# 71745, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

 Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation 
with integrated security combination 
according to EN1717 
# 71474, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Talis® E
 Single lever shower mixer for exposed installation 
# 71760, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Talis® E
 Single lever shower mixer for concealed installation 
# 71765, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Talis® E
 4-hole rim mounted bath mixer 
# 71748, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

 Basic set for 4-hole rim mounted bath mixer 
# 13244180

https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdwhdcujHk2njFweRCcM8cG
https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdxRJIwkm-vkFs7glJcNDEE
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 Additional products 

Raindance® E
 Overhead shower 300 1jet with ceiling connector 
# 26250, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

 Overhead shower 300 1jet with shower arm 
# 26238, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Raindance® Select E
 Hand shower 120 3jet 
# 26520,  -000, -140, -340, -400, -670, -700, -990

 Ceiling connector S 10 cm 
# 27393, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

 Ceiling connector S 30 cm 
# 27389, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 
 (not shown) 

 Shower arm Square 38.9 cm 
# 27694, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 
 (not shown) 

Raindance® Select S
 Showerpipe 240 1jet P with thermostat 
# 27633,  -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

RainSelect®

 Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions 
# 15380, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

 Basic set for 2 functions 
# 15310180

RainSelect®

 Thermostat for concealed installation for 4 functions 
# 15382, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

 Basic set for 4 functions 
# 15312180

Unica®

 Shower bar S Puro 65 cm with shower hose 
# 28632, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

 Shower bar S Puro 90 cm with shower hose  
 (not shown) 
# 28631, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990
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 Available from July 2019 

 Technology and spray modes 
 Our ideas for your comfort. Discover our technologies and different spray modes. 

 Simply scan the code to watch 
the technology clips. 

 Simply scan the code to experience 
all the spray types. 

Ecostat®

 Bath thermostat Comfort for exposed installation 
# 13114, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Ecostat®

 Shower thermostat Comfort for exposed installation 
# 13116, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Ecostat® Square
 Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions 
# 15714, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

ShowerSelect®

 Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions 
# 15763, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

sBox®

 Finish set square 
# 28010, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

 Rim and tile mounted bath basic set 
# 13560180

 Installation plate for tile mounted installation 
# 28016000

 Mounting angle for installation plate 
for tile mounted installation 
# 28021000

https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdwhdcujHk2njFweRCcM8cG
https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdxRJIwkm-vkFs7glJcNDEE
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 Additional products 

Isiflex®

 Shower hose 160 cm 
# 28276, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Exafill® S
 Finish set bath filler, waste and overflow set 
# 58117, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

FixFit®

 Wall outlet Square with non-return valve 
# 26455, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

 Shower holder Porter E 
# 28387, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Flexaplus®

 Finish set waste and overflow set 
# 58185, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

 Design trap Flowstar S 
# 52105, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

M71
M7120-H200 2-hole single lever kitchen mixer 
with pull -out spray
# 73818, -000, -340, -670, -800

Focus®

Single lever kitchen mixer 240 
with pull -out spray  
# 31815, -000, -670, -800

Focus®

Single lever kitchen mixer 280 
with swivel spout  
# 31817, -000, -670, -800

Focus®

Single lever kitchen mixer 260 
with swivel spout  
# 31820, -000, -670, -800
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 Rainfinity available 
from October 2019 

 Technology and spray modes 
 Our ideas for your comfort. Discover our technologies and different spray modes. 

 Simply scan the code to watch 
the technology clips. 

 Simply scan the code to experience 
all the spray types. 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 360 3jet with wall connector 
# 26234, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 360 1jet with wall connector 
# 26230, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 360 1jet  
# 26231, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 250 1jet 
# 26228, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 

Rainfinity®

 Baton hand shower 100 1jet 
# 26866, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Rainfinity®

 Hand shower 130 3jet 
# 26864, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdwhdcujHk2njFweRCcM8cG
https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdxRJIwkm-vkFs7glJcNDEE


ADVANTAGES AND 
BENEFITS:
•  An uncluttered bath aesthetic, 

thanks to the hidden hose
•  A choice of two flange 

designs, to work in harmony 
with your bathroom

•  Can be placed anywhere 
around the bath rim

•  Can be pulled out up to 
145 cm, for additional 
convenience

•  More usability, thanks to 
less need for traction or 
holding force

•  Easy to move the hose 
in and out

•  Protects the hose from damage



 Sophisticated 
technology for 
more usability – 
sBox® Tub. 
 The sBox tub offers an uncluttered look, thanks to the hose 
coiling system, which hides it out of sight when not in use. 
By feeding it through the closed box, it is also protected 
it from damage when not needed. 

 Simply scan the code to 
explore sBox Tub 
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sBox®

 Finish set square 
# 28010, -000

 Rim and tile mounted bath basic set 
# 13560180

 Installation plate for tile mounted 
installation 
# 28016000

 Mounting angle for installation plate 
for tile mounted installation 
# 28021000

sBox®

Finish set oval
# 28020, -000 

 Rim and tile mounted bath basic set 
# 13560180

 Installation plate for tile mounted 
installation 
# 28016000

 Mounting angle for installation plate 
for tile mounted installation 
# 28021000

https://www.hansgrohe.com/bath/new-products/s-box


Expected availability 
from December 2019



Effortlessly easy and inimitable, the M81 kitchen mixers 
create an unprecedented, futuristic workflow for ultra-
efficient water management at the sink. The spectacular 
design puts all the parameters in place to make water flow 
in a completely new way. The large innovative jet has no 
rival in the kitchen. It can gently wash food, clean large 
objects splash-free and wash hands while conserving 
resources – and has actually redefined all these tasks.

Finished off with a tailor-made multi - function sieve, 
preparing and cooking food has never been more simple 
or efficient.

High performance 
in your kitchen – 
M81.

KITCHEN
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 Expected availability 
from December 2019 



 Every element of the M54 mixer has been pored over, to 
combine the ultimate in functionality, quality and design. 
These mixers feature a slimline silhouette, adding a sleek 
and stylish touch to the modern kitchen. As well as a 
chrome and stainless steel finish, there is an exclusive matt 
black design available, for anyone wishing to make a 
real style statement. The range also includes a selection 
of basic shapes and comfortable heights, for integration 
into the widest possible array of existing kitchen designs. 

 A minimalistic 
masterpiece – 
M54.
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 CHROME  STAINLESS 
STEEL FINISH 

 MATT BLACK 



Kitchen | M71 and M51 Kitchen | M71 and M51

Effortlessly 
multi-functional –  
M71 and M51.

The new addition to the tried-and-tested range of hansgrohe M71 
and M51 kitchen mixers combines two signature hansgrohe features: 
Select technology, and a tow jet pull-out spray, for increased water 
control. The result is something that you can use with one hand, 
targeting the spray wherever you need it most.

SUPREMELY USEFUL:
The pull-out spray can 
be used with just one 
hand, for the ultimate 
in flexibility when you’re 
at the sink.
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 Kitchen  | M71  and  M51  Kitchen  | M71  and  M51

 TWICE THE JET ACTION: 
 Simply select the best type of spray for the job, from the gentle shower spray when you’re washing fruit and 
vegetables, to the streamline laminar spray, for filling pots, pans and kettles quickly and precisely. 

 EASY TO STORE AWAY: 
 The sBox retracts and stores the hose, keeping it safe 
from damage and giving a clutter-free look to your 
kitchen sink. The hose itself can be extended up to 
76 cm, giving you even more space to get the job done. 

 INTUITIVE TO USE: 
 Use the Select button to stop and start the water during 
operation. 

 Simply scan the code to 
experience the sBox. 
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M71
M7120-H200 2-hole single lever kitchen mixer 
with pull -out spray
# 73818, -000, -800

M71
M7117-H320 Single lever kitchen mixer 
with pull -out spray  
# 73816, -000, -800

 M7117-H240 Single lever kitchen mixer 
with pull -out spray   (not shown) 
# 73817, -000, -800

M51
M5117-H300 Single lever kitchen mixer 
with pull -out spray  
# 73867, -000, -800

 M5117-H220 Single lever kitchen mixer 
with pull -out spray   (not shown) 
# 73868, -000, -800

https://www.hansgrohe.com/kitchen/guide/technologies/pull-out-shower-and-sbox


 Kitchen  |  Accessories 

 Designed for 
all-round comfort. 

 WASHING UP 
MADE EASY: 
 The practical soap 
dispenser comes in 
three designs and two 
surfaces, so there’s 
a perfect match for 
every hansgrohe 
kitchen mixer. 

 When you have the right tools, kitchen jobs become simple. The latest 
products from hansgrohe are designed to make your time in the hub 
of the home as convenient as possible. 
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 A71 Soap-/lotion dispenser  
# 40468, -000, -800

 A51 Soap-/lotion dispenser  
# 40448, -000, -800

 A41 Liquid soap dispenser/washing-up 
liquid dispenser  
# 40438, -000, -800



 Kitchen  |  Accessories  Kitchen  |  Accessories 

 TAILOR-MADE: 
 The guide edge on the solid wood cutting 
board, available in oak or walnut, transforms it 
into the perfect shelf and allows you to glide it 
along the side of all hansgrohe sinks. 

 KITCHEN ASSISTANTS
WITH EXCELLENCE: 
 Make your sink your 
own with accessories 
by hansgrohe. 
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 F16 Cutting board oak 
# 40961000

 F15 Cutting board walnut 
# 40960000

F14 Multifunctional strainer
# 40963000



Sponsoring

Deep relaxation 
after a top 

performance.
hansgrohe gives you the chance to experience the beauty of water. 
Our products help you to focus on tasks and challenges, as well as 
recuperate after a strenuous day – requirements that are echoed in 
the world of sport. Top athletes, tired after a day of delivering top 
performances, appreciate the regenerative power of an immersive 
shower experience.

Since 2017, hansgrohe has been the official title sponsor of the 
world-class BORA-hansgrohe cycling team. It’s a sport enjoyed by 
huge crowds, thanks to the dynamism and innovation seen in every 
race – two qualities seen throughout hansgrohe products in the 
bathroom and kitchen.

The BORA-hansgrohe team has been involved in the testing and 
development of hansgrohe products, developing the shower 
experiences so needed by the tired muscles of top athletes. As 
hansgrohe brand ambassadors, the team travels around the world 
for just under 300 days of the year. You can find out where and 
when our riders will be racing at www.bora-hansgrohe.com or on the 
hansgrohe and BORA-hansgrohe team social media pages.
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Simply scan the code, 
play and win.

BORA-hansgrohe.com
hansgrohe.com

facebook.com/Borahansgroheofficial
facebook.com/hansgrohe
facebook.com/PeterSagan

instagram.com/borahansgrohe
instagram.com/hansgrohe

www.hansgohe.com/challenge

www.hansgrohe.com/challenge
www.hansgrohe.com/challenge


 Defines the individually useable 
area between the basin and 
mixer, to suit any requirement. 

 Mixes copious amounts of 
air into the water. For a soft, 
splash-free water jet and plump 
shower droplets. 

 Cold water flows when opened 
in the basic setting. You 
consume hot water only when 
you need it. 

 Cools through the controlled 
flow of cold water to stop the 
product getting hot. For even 
safer showering. 

 Tremendous showering pleasure 
over a larger area. 

 A strong massage spray that 
invigorates and soothes aching 
muscles. 

 A soft water spray that caresses 
the body for that feel-good 
sensation. 

 Concentrated targeted 
massage spray. 

 Generous flow of soft sprays.  Powerful flood jet for generous 
coverage. 

 Focussed jet for a soothing, 
feel-good shower. 

 A unique shower experience 
thanks to the soft caress of 
micro droplets. 

 Intense jet of micro-fine droplets 
for sensational showering. 

 Large jet envelops your whole 
body in soft droplets. 

 The harmonious combination 
of gentle shower drops and 
dynamic spray. 

 Boosts energy after 
a challenging day. 

 Simply regulates the water 
flow at the touch of a button: 
a playful way to turn the shower 
or jet on and off or switch 
between modes. 

 Wipe limescale deposits away 
easily by rubbing your finger 
over the flexible silicone nubs. 

 Full shower rain, ideal for 
washing hair. 

 Intensive shower rain that 
refreshes and rejuvenates. 

 Gentle shower rain with 
air-enriched drops. 

 An intense jet of water that 
activates and wakes you up 

 Reduces the flow, saving both 
water and energy. For lasting 
pleasure. 

 Water distributes over the 
large spray face. Enveloping 
the whole body in drops of 
well-being. 

 TECHNOLOGIES: 

 SPRAY MODES: 

 Order numbers specifying a surface finish are (#) eight digits long , 
 for example  # 28500, -000 =  Chrome 

 FINISHES: 

Massage

Hot

Cool

Cool
Start

-800

 STAINLESS 

STEEL FINISH 

-700

 MATT 

WHITE 

-000

 CHROME 

-670

 MATT 

BLACK 

-990

 POLISHED 

GOLD OPTIC 

-340

 BRUSHED 

BLACK CHROME 

-140

 BRUSHED 

BRONZE 



Headquarters
Hansgrohe SE · P.O. Box 1145 · D-77757 Schiltach · Tel. +49 7836 51-0
Fax +49 7836 51-1300 · info@hansgrohe.com · www.hansgrohe.com

 Simply scan the code 
to view new products. 

 Discover more 
online – sign up 

and stay up-to-date. 
 Want to find out more? Sign up for updates to be the first 
to hear about the latest hansgrohe products and news. 

 www.hansgrohe.com 
 www.hansgrohe.com/register 

 Find hansgrohe online and on social media. 
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https://www.hansgrohe.com/bath/product-news
www.hansgrohe.com
www.hansgrohe.com/register



